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Editorial
Our Village, Lockdown and the Vaccin
So here we go again, a bit more tired, a bit warier and perhaps even more
battle-hardened. The great news of the vaccine does change everything:
sometime next year there is a hope we can all go back to living a normal
life. But for now there is still a long way to go
This is being written whilst we are still in lockdown. Hopefully, by the
time you are reading it we will have come out on the other side and again,
hopefully, we shall all be able to celebrate Christmas with our families
In the last lockdown there was a great outburst of good neighbourliness on
the Chart. The Chart Community Help Group was fantastic: within a
week every road had a neighbour who would help you with your
groceries, medicines, or just a chat. Our kind neighbour was great – our
grocery list was tagged onto her order, she cooked hot cross buns for the
lane, and even sent up roast lamb for Easter Sunday lunch. A very
cheerful family (and their dog) was the delivery service and the chat was
as important as the parcels
This time round we are all more experienced and better prepared. Gretta
Schifano’s Chart Facebook page is a great help. The Carpenters is selling
take-away meals again. St Andrew’s is open for prayers on Sundays and
Wednesdays at 10 am which is much better than a locked door
The promise of the vaccine does mean there is hope of an end to our
ordeal. Meantime, we have to keep going. We are all lucky to have the
Common on our doorstep so we can get out and have a chat or a wave
with our neighbours. After all we have gone through together, no one on
the Chart should feel they are on their own
So after all the gloom and doom, the Chart News wishes all its readers and
their families a safe and Happy Christmas
The Editor
Cover: A pug to make you smile. If your Christmas isn’t what it
should be, why not dress up your dog, cat, goldfish or budgerigar!
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Care Home Calm
Millions of people around Britain are suffering acutely during the
pandemic because they are unable to see their relatives in Care Homes.
But not in Limpsfield Chart. In our area’s only Care Home, Champions
Place, which is registered for Adults with Learning Difficulties, they
have worked out a system which is at least tolerable, and the residents
are obviously much happier.
The Manager, Sandra Hayworth, shut down the home completely at the
start of the first lockdown, but she soon noticed that two of her residents
were not coping. The two can’t speak so phones or zoom were unusable
but both desperately needed to see their relatives. So Sandra and her
staff got together and now they have regular visiting, first in their
gardens but now in their conservatory. “I make day to day decisions
based on the needs of the people who live with us,” Sandra says. People
sit spaced out but there are no screens.
There are very strict rules for visitors: only two members from one
family, and they have to sit in the conservatory with masks on and hands
sanitised. Champions has its own track and trace system, and all residents
and staff are tested every week. The results are back within two days, and
the whole procedure is funded by the National Health.
David Wickham
See David Walsh’s interview with Roger Sparkes, the
owner of Champions Place , on page 58. - Eds
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All alone at
University
Students from this area
are among the thousands
who have gone to
university this autumn and
found it not as they
expected.
What is it like going to University in a global pandemic? Well, I can tell
you for definite it’s not the booze-filled, friend-making, course-engaging
experience everyone has experienced thus far. On Thursday 17th September
I packed my bags and left Oxted, oblivious to the restrictions to come,
driving an excruciating 4 hours to the University of Leeds. A daunting
experience itself, let alone in a pandemic. “Freshers last year was the best
week of my life!”, the words of my boastful sister before Boris Johnson
established the 6-person rule; “I will never forget my 19th birthday!”, the
words of my cousin as the 10pm curfew was introduced just before my 19th
birthday. It’s safe to say, the social aspect of University was never going to
be the same this year. However, thousands of students were also promised
face-to-face teaching and then told their courses will be online for, at least,
the rest of the semester. I, managing to claim 2 hours of face-to-face
teaching per week for my Journalism course, have been extremely lucky.
One friend I’ve met has only three pre-recorded lectures a week, with the
remaining course content being emailed to her for her to, essentially, teach
herself. Had the majority of students known the online nature of the course,
I believe many more would have deferred or stayed at home, saving
themselves the accommodation fees.
We hear the term ‘unprecedented times’ repeatedly on
the news, but that uncertainty is what has made this
experience somewhat terrifying. I was at University for
a mere seven days before testing positive for
COVID-19, in a city I barely knew, cooped up in a tiny
space with five other virtual strangers. With nothing
left to do apart from pace up and down the corridor you
can’t help but read the excess of articles: ‘students
banned from leaving accommodation’, ‘students left
6
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unable to see their families’, ‘students may not be able to travel home for
Christmas’. Continuous stories rubbing salt into our wounds, unknowing
as to when we could ever see our families.
I applied for a Coronavirus test the day I got symptoms in the testing
centre located on campus. The process was simple but test slots were
extremely limited and difficult to get. Around 49 hours after the test I got
my results, and as you can assume, I was just delighted to see that
dreaded positive result. Our flat was among the first to go into isolation,
so the support from the University was jarred and confusing. The NHS
Track and Trace phone service gave us one date for the end of our
isolation period, then the accommodation services rang and told us a
different date, then our NHS Track and Trace app said something
completely different to them both. This lack of clarity could prove
critical to the spread of the virus amongst students, contrary to popular
belief that it’s just based on us reckless hooligans partying to the early
hours of the morning….or at least the early hours of the afternoon thanks
to Boris!
I’m writing this update nearly a week into the second UK lockdown,
once again confined to the square footage of my accommodation. It’s
safe to say spirits are unusually low amongst students approaching
December, however newly released government guidelines have granted
the slight sprinkle of Christmas cheer we’ve been lacking. Knowing that
among the list of things we’ve missed out on this year, being reunited
with our families for Christmas isn’t going to be one of them. Let the tree
decorating and home-cooked meals commence! I cannot bear the thought
of another bowl of cereal as my dinner, or even worse as my Christmas
dinner! Although promising, I am still slightly worried about how many
tests will be available for students ahead of our return home, and my
flatmates have raised their concerns on false positives and negatives. The
thought of an additional ten days stuck in my flat following a positive
test, potentially alone, while my flatmates are quite literally ‘driving
home for Christmas’ is daunting. Though at this point it’s not a foreign
prospect, and one that we understand is worthwhile to ensure our families
safety. Forget Journalism, I’ve basically got a degree in isolation!

Lily Delmage
Leeds University to study Journalism, from Oxted School

Studying at the University of Nottingham has
been a strange experience in the era of Covid-19.
My course on Classical Civilisations would be
best described as underwhelming, with online
learning replacing the traditional university
lecture halls and seminars, with video calls and
pre-recorded lectures accessed from my laptop.
Being a student living in off-campus
accommodation, the main feeling that has
overshadowed my university experience has
been the sense of disconnect between my day-today living and my studies. I have rarely visited
the main campus of the university in my few months in Nottingham, only
to study in the library and use the sports facilities in the window in which
they were open before the second lockdown.
When I had the Coronavirus myself in early October, I found that the
support offered from Unite Students, the organisation which runs the
accommodation that I live in, was minimal. I had very little support in
getting food to my flat during my ten-day period of isolation, with official
emails telling us to rely on Deliveroo or JustEat for food. Although since
then they have increased their support for students who are isolating, the
system of support was not set up when it needed to be. As students, we all
understand that it is a difficult situation, as the main goal is to prevent the
spread of Covid-19 while allowing us to study, yet I still feel that we have
been let down by both the university, but more so by a government that
did not fully consider all aspects of allowing universities to open during a
pandemic.
Will Charles
Nottingham University to study Classical Civilisations, from Whitgift
School

Chart Event
The virus has meant that there have been hardly any events on the Chart.
But for the Annual Surrey Churches Ride and Stride, we are delighted to
report that on 12th September four members of St Andrew’s congregation
- Jeff Malaihollo, Brian Clark, Paul Calver and Duncan Ferguson rode or
walked round local churches and raised £390, half of which goes to St
Andrew’s.
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Tel No.
01883 722283

Custom Interiors

Handmade curtains and blinds to
the highest quality finish
Designer cushions and throws to
compliment and lift your existing
scheme
Help with your fabric selection and
a full interior design service to
give you the look you’ll love
Full decorating service
Full and part project management
for house renovations, extensions
and room updates
Full and part

by

Morag
Tel No.
01883
722283
Mobile
0777 394
0422
www.mora
ginteriors.
co.uk

Chardleigh Cottage, Paines Hill, Limpsfield, Surrey RH8 0RG
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People Property Places

A winning match

For Sales or Lettings
contact us today
T: 01883 712 375
E: oxted@jackson-stops.co.uk
W: jackson-stops.co.uk
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ADVERTISE
in the Chart News
please contact
Melanie Calver
01883 714196 or email
melaniecalver@ntlworld.co
A quarter page only cost

£3
for four issue
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Food for the hungry - locally!
At least two residents locally have been
collecting or preparing food for the
hungry, and there are many others who
are providing meals for their next door
or near neighbours on a regular basis.
The local supermarkets in Oxted and
elsewhere have also set up food banks
to ensure that as few people as possible
go hungry over this lean period.
Kate Kirvan, who lives in Mill Lane,
advertised on the local Oxted Facebook
page to tell those who might need an extra meal that she had prepared bags
of food and supplies and left them outside her house for anyone to collect.
She did this throughout the half term period and will do so again during the
Christmas holidays, because the government had stopped free meals for
needy children during the school holidays!
Katharine Eldridge, who lives in Caxton Lane, and runs
the Quince House Cookery School also advertised on
the Facebook page, saying that if anyone needed some
food, she would add some recipes in her cookery
classes and the food could be collected from her. That
was, of course, before the lockdown! But Katharine
says that if anyone needs food they should get in
contact with her and she can help. Katharine is
publishing a second book of recipes, and one such is her
Christmas Mince Pies which is on the following page.
It turns out that we may not need this extra help for children, because the
government, continuously prompted by footballer Marcus Rashford, has
done another U-turn and agreed to provide free meals for children during
the school holidays! But it is good to know that local people are concerning
themselves and helping people less fortunate than they are.
There are not many people in this area who would need extra food,
although the food banks in Oxted, Caterham, Westerham and elsewhere are
certainly busy helping anyone who needs food in Limpsfield Chart and
outside. There is a collection at St. Andrew’s. And those food banks are
being filled by lots of locals when they do their shopping. Remember, at
this time of year, not to forget your neighbours with a cake or mince pies or
a tasty meal, and your local food bank with tins or packets of spaghetti etc,
because, as one supermarket regularly tells us, every little helps. Doing a
good turn is surely what Christmas is about.
David Wickham
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Katharine Eldridge writes:
It has been almost a decade since my last book was published and during that
time, Quince House Cookery School has flourished. There are over 30
classes to choose from - Demonstrations where I prepare and cook dishes
which are then eaten for lunch, or Hands On Classes, where you cook and
then take home a delicious meal for two. The Hands On Classes are
becoming ever more popular and this is something I am particularly pleased
about; there is no better way to learn than by getting your hands right in
there! The recipes in this new book (Quince House Cookery Book 11) are
family favourites and have been used time and again in the school. Most
importantly they are achievable and reliable. Here is one, for Christmas.
Mince pies with Clementine curd and mascarpone
(Makes 12-15)
For Clementine curd:
3 clementines
1 lemon
1 lime
175g caster sugar

For the pastry:
250g plain flou
50g caster sugar
150g cold butter, diced
Zest of half an orange

2 eggs
1 egg yolk
50g butter

1 egg, beaten
200g mincemeat
509g mascarpone

1.

Begin by making the Clementine curd. Place the zest and the juice from the
fruit in a bowl. Add the sugar, eggs and egg yolk and mix well and then add in
the butter. Place the bowl over a pan of simmering water and cook stirring all
the time until the mixture thickens and coats the back of a spoon.
2. Pour the curd into a sterilised jar and leave to cool before placing in the fridge.
The curd will keep in the fridge for 2 weeks.
3. Make the pastry by blending the flour, icing sugar and butter in a food processor
until it resembles breadcrumbs. Add the orange rind and half the beaten egg and
pulse to bring the pastry together, adding more egg as necessary.
4. Lightly dust the work surface with flour, then roll out the pastry to
approximately 5mm thick. Cut out 12 x 8cm rounds with a fluted cutter and
press into a 12-hole non-stick bun tin. Re-roll the trimmings to the same
thickness and stamp out 12 x 5cm rounds for the tops.
5. Spoon about 1 teaspoons of Clementine curd into each base, top with 1
teaspoons of mincemeat and a teaspoon of mascarpone. Dampen the edges and
then press on the top.
6. Brush the tops with the remaining beaten egg, then bake at 180°C/gas mark 4,
for 15-20 mins until golden and crisp. Cool for a few mins, then lever out of the
tins with a table knife and cool on a wire rack. Store in an airtight container for
up to 1 week. Warm gently to serve and dust with sifted icing sugar.
14

PENTLAND PROPERTIES
All building works, including
Extensions
Refurbishment
Organeries
Loft Conversions
Landscaping
References from satis ed customers available
5 Broadlands Drive, Warlingham, CR6 5HX

Cameron
Building and Landscaping Services Ltd
All aspects of general building / landscaping undertaken including:
kitchens ▪ bathrooms ▪ plumbing ▪ tiling ▪ joinery
▪ plastering ▪ flooring ▪ patios ▪ driveways ▪
brickwork ▪ fencing ▪ turfing ▪ paving ▪ property
maintenance ▪ renovation ▪ and much more.

Registered and fully Insured ~ Tidy, friendly and reliable service
Free quotations and advice ~ Portfolio and references available

07855 894426 / 01883 715856
www.cameronservices.co.uk
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Learning with bounce

Our curriculum is well-balanced, free-ranging and innovative.
It embraces new learning opportunities like Robotics, Forensic
Science and Forest Skills. That’s why our children arrive at school
with a spring in their step.
Jump for joy at our next Open Morning
For dates and details, please see the school website

The alphabest of Ha-zelwood
www.hazelwoodschool.co.uk or contact Nick Tappin 01883 733841
@HazelwoodSchoolOxted l @hazelwoodschooloxted

t @HazelwoodOxted

Fenced Off!
The National Trust had fenced off all of the animal houses on the Chart,
ostensibly because of the Corona Virus and because of ‘recent issues of
vandalism’. As we reported in our last edition, the vandalism was so
organised that is difficult to believe that children were responsible. The
children from far afield were dragging their parents to our woods. For the
cost of the fencing it might have been cheaper to have hired a security
guard to patrol the Ridlands area, which may have discovered the vandals
or put them off. Ridlands Lane has at least been cleared of the ugly taping
and the notices against parking. The weather is getting colder so perhaps
there are fewer children who wanted to visit the houses, but with the
Christmas holidays coming up, there would still be huge numbers, and
none will be able to post their letters in Peter Rabbit’s Post Box, which the
builder of all the houses, Peter Wade, was always scrupulous in answering.
It’s a poor illustration of
opening up the Chart to the
maximum number of people
but perhaps the NT are
working on a plan to satisfy
everyone, and get the animal
houses back to a prime
position on the Chart. Maybe
in the next edition we will
have better news.
David Wickham
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STEVEN HAWKINS PLUMBING & HEATING LTD.
Bathrooms, Heating Systems, Radiators, Boiler Servicing and Repairs,
General Plumbing, Boiler Changes, Cylinder Replacements

FREE ESTIMATES
CITY AND GUILDS & CORGI REGISTERED
TEL: 01732 863183
MOBILE: 07980 607491

Chartfords Trees Ltd
Tree Removal & Felling

Hedge Trimming

Pruning Work

Shrub Pruning
Stump Grinding

Safety Work
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Tree Planting
Logs & Woodchip
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Update from Friends of Limpsfield Common
During the past few months it has been lovely to see so many people, both
locals and visitors, young and old, enjoying the natural beauty we have on
our doorstep. It has been a haven of tranquility, an opportunity for exercise
and a place for children to play at a time when so many other pleasures
have been limited. Many of the National Trust car parks have been very
busy at times, although this seems to have been a common occurrence at
most National Trust properties.
During the early autumn the Friends Committee undertook a survey to find
out what people enjoyed about Limpsfield Common and how they would
like to see things improved. All of the Friends were invited to participate
and the survey was also publicised on local social media sites. You may
also have seen volunteers conducting face to face interviews at various
places on the Common. Thank you to the nearly 400 who completed the
survey. 90% of respondents had a RH8 postcode. The most popular pursuits
are walking (79%) and “enjoying nature” (65%). Over 50% of visitors have
a strong association with the Common, visiting at least several times each
week. More frequent suggestions to improve the Common include better
signage to improve visitor experience, ways to overcome littering and dog
poo mess and better parking arrangements. Management of the Common
and natural play areas were other topics that provoked much comment. The
Friends Committee has considered the findings of the survey and has put
together an action plan for discussion with the Trust that can be used both
to undertake work on site, and to share with and influence others, as well as
lobby for funds to help improve the Common.
Some work has already started. All the National Trust bridleways and
footpaths are being surveyed by volunteers to identify where better way
marking is needed and additional posts will hopefully be installed by
members of the Task Force. We would like to see an Easy Access trail
established in one of the woods, but this will require some funding to
improve the terrain. A children’s natural activity trail is also under
discussion.
Limpsfield Parish Council are hoping to establish a Limpsfield Way
between the village and the Chart using public footpaths and bridleways,
much of the route will be over National Trust land. This will provide an
easy route with an alternative return.
You will probably be aware that in September the animal houses at the
Ridlands Grove woodland were fenced off by the National Trust . The
19

decision was taken by the Trust due to Covid-19 safety restrictions and
recent issues of vandalism. This is only intended to be a temporary measure
until repairs can be made, Covid restrictions lifted and the Trust being
confident that the recent issues have been overcome. The animal houses
have been a delight to so many young children and the Friends Committee
will continue our discussions with the Trust with the aim of an amicable
resolution being achieved.
By the time you read the Chart News the results of our Christmas Card
competition for children will have been announced and the winning entries
displayed as our Christmas greetings. Do enjoy the opportunity to enjoy our
wonderful Limpsfield Common over the festive period.

The Rise of the Wee

Tony Pearson

Diwali 2020

An equivalent of Christmas, the Indian
Festival of Lights, Diwali, this year took
place on 15 November 2020. It’s a time,
typically, for family and friends to come
together and celebrate light over darkness
and a new year. Diwali is celebrated across
the world by millions of Hindus, Sikhs and
Jains, who traditionally illuminate their
homes with candles and lanterns. It is a lunar-calendar based event that
occurs between mid-October and mid-November.
The Festival of Lights is a special time for families and friends to come
together, dressing in their most opulent clothes, cooking feasts, exchanging
gifts and sweets, and simply enjoying each other's company. Lavish
firework displays are also synonymous with the celebrations.
Sadly, this year with the ongoing public health crisis, Diwali was celebrated
under the shadow of a pandemic. With Coronavirus remaining a serious
issue and lockdown measures in effect, celebrating Diwali was a very quiet
and private affair this year to keep everyone safe. Most people stayed
indoors and the occasion wasn’t marked with much grandeur. People were
unable to go shopping to buy gifts, new outfits, sweets or get their hair done
as businesses were closed. This year we had Zoom, we had the trusty
telephone, and most importantly, each other. Whether you can see someone
or not, the bond of family, that bond of love is always going to be there.
20
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Mina Neville

Coming Home
Bridget Glynne-Jones is related to the Garnett’s, who played
an important part in the history of Limpsfield Chart
In July 2018, my husband and I
moved to the Oxted area and I
s i m p l y c a n ’t h e l p f e e l i n g a
connection to it. With my love of
history, I was minded to think about
three distant family members who
lived on Limpsfield Chart during the
late 19th and early 20th century. My
maiden name is Garnett and it is
here, in this beautiful corner of
Surrey, very close to the Kent
border, that they based themselves
in order to make a bit of literary
noise.
The Garnett lineage is long and distinguished, mostly not touched upon
in this brief overview, but in 1885 the result of these overachievers saw
my great grandfather's younger brother, Edward Garnett, searching for a
patch of land on Scearn Bank (just off Kent Hatch Road)) on which to
build a house. Many stays with Sydney and Margaret Olivier and their
daughters on Caxton Lane made him fond of the area and once The
Cearne had been built, Edward and his wife, Constance, moved in.
Edward had become well known in literary circles as a “reader” and was
employed by many of the major publishing houses although his talents
lay not in writing himself, but in finding and then nurturing some of the
greatest talents of the day. The likes of HG Wells, HE Bates, Joseph
Conrad, Ford Madox Ford, TE Lawrence, DH Lawrence, EM Forster,
John Galsworthy (the list goes on and on) would travel to The Cearne, at
his invitation, often by train and then by foot for the final couple of
miles, to stay and be critiqued of their respective manuscripts. A patient
man, an avid reader, Edward soon became the person to seek out for a
first opinion. His metaphorical “thumbs up” became pivotal to the
success of being published in the early part of the twentieth century.
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Edward’s wife, Constance, was no less interesting. Born in 1862 she
received a “man’s education” (though her alma mater, Newnham
College, Cambridge was many years off officially awarding degrees to
women) and she was soon elected to the executive committee of the
Fabian Society, forerunner of the Labour Party. George Bernard Shaw
asked her to marry him but she was not swayed and, having married
Edward, was soon introduced to a number of Russian exiles and
revolutionaries. Travelling alone to Russia and teaching herself Russian,
she began to translate the great Russian classics - Tolstoy, Chekhov,
Dostoyevsky, Turgenev and so on. There have been other translations
(from German or French translations of the Russian) but her
contribution to this literature was the first in its field and subsequently
millions of readers are indebted to her for their knowledge of a whole
world of fiction and drama. Of course, all of them were critiqued by her
husband, Edward. Constance was a remarkable woman, overcoming
crippling shyness and blinded by her work at the end. Her son David
gained his own form of notoriety.
David (my grandfather’s cousin) was born in 1892 and given the
nickname “Bunny” at an early age, his mother having made him a
rabbit-skin coat. After a fairly ordinary education, he qualified as a
botanist before buying and running a bookshop in Bloomsbury. Thanks
to his father, he moved in elite circles and got to know the literati and
cognoscenti of the day who made up the Bloomsbury set and who met
to discuss literary and artistic issues. They included Clive and Vanessa
Bell, Leonard and Virginia Woolf, John Maynard Keynes, Lytton
Strachey, Roger Fry and other well known figures such as Rupert
Brooke and Arthur Ransome. Describing himself as an “outsider” he
became a distinguished author himself (Aspects of Love, Pocahontas,
Lady into Fox) and co-founded the Nonesuch Press. But it was his
colourful personal life and his involvement with the Bloomsbury set
that made him famous. Bunny was bisexual and had an affair with the
painter Duncan Grant, amongst numerous others. Present with Vanessa
Bell at the birth of Grant's daughter, Angelica, he decided to marry her.
He famously asked “When she is 20, I shall be 46 - will it be
scandalous?” His second marriage was indeed to Angelica. They had
four girls to add to the two boys from his previous marriage. After his
death, Angelica wrote an expose, discrediting Bunny and her parents.
She was not told that her father was Grant until an adult and then, of
22

course, struggled to comprehend that her husband had been her
father’s lover. Subsequently, many of Bunny’s books went out of print
as he fell out of favour with the public.
Like his parents, Bunny adored The Cearne. Given enormous freedom
as a child he explored the surrounding countryside and walked
endlessly. As an adult, he wrote of The Cearne “How I love the place!
Coming home is like putting on an old pair of downtrodden slippers”.
I too love the area and walk endlessly through the peaceful
countryside. My father grew up in Kilnfield on Itchingwood Common
and, before he died, was delighted about my move here and of this
homecoming of sorts.
Bridget Glynne-Jones
Further reading if you are interested:
The Uncommon Reader by Helen Smith (about Edward Garnett)
Constance Garnett by Richard Garnett
A Bloomsbury Outsider by Sarah Knights (about Bunny)
Deceived with Kindness by Angelica Garnett

Gu ers
Cleaned
Unblocked
Repaired
References available
Call John Mully
Te: 01883 716245
Mob: 07711747640
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The Woodhouse Centre

Tel: 01883 715189

Opposite Tandridge Leisure Pool
Email:thewoodhousecentre@gmail.com
Facebook: The Woodhouse Centre
Woodhouse Make, Do, Mend and Sell
Offering companionship and a friendly,
creative environment for the retired
and disabled residents of Oxted. New
members welcomed. See Facebook for
items for sale.
Contact: Mrs. Dee Graham
www.thewoodhousecentre.org.uk
Reg. Charity No. 242608

SERIOUS ABOUT SPORT: GREAT FOR FAMILIES & FRIENDS

• 15 Tennis Courts (7 Floodlit) & 5 Mini Tennis Court & Wall.
• 6 Squash & Racketball Courts (Heated & Cooled).
• Badminton Hall & separate Sports Hall for Table Tennis.
• Gym with the latest machine with ‘Virtual Reality’ programmes.
• Comprehensive Professional Coaching for all sports.
• Adults & Juniors welcome at competitive rates.
• Newly Refurbished Bar & Changing Rooms.
Web: www.limpsfieldtennis.co.uk Email: manager@limpsfieldtennis.co.uk
Limpsfield LTC Detillens Lane, Limpsfield, Surrey RH8 0DH
24

Tel. 01883 714079

One lucky dog!
Luna, a one year old cocker spaniel, was walking
on the Chart with his mistress, Sarah Russell, one
evening in November when a jogger ran past
them. Luna was suddenly frightened and ran off,
and despite Sarah calling and searching for her,
the dog could not be found. At about 6.15 Luna
ran across Kent Hatch Road and was struck by a
car. All that evening and night until 1am, Sarah
and around 20 Chart residents who had seen
Sarah’s frantic messages online, searched for
Luna. Sarah left bowls of food and bedding for
Luna before going home to get some sleep. The following morning at
first light, Sarah and husband Marc started searching again, with lots of
Chart residents going with them, and Luna was spotted three times, but
each time ran off. She was a very frightened dog. Then, at around 12.15
that day, Luna was spotted at the top of Trevereaux Hill, near where Marc
was. With a lot of whistling and calling Luna came close enough to
recognise Marc and came to him, safe and sound!
Sarah and Marc wanted to thank all the people who helped them search
and who sent her messages.
David Wickham
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GREAT
SAVINGS
IN-STORE
TODAY

LOOKING FOR A NEW APPLIANCE

THIS AUTUMN
YOUR LOCAL ELECTRICAL EXPERT IS HERE TO HELP

EXPERT KNOWLEDGE ● SUPER SERVICE ● COMPETITIVE PRICES ● PROFESSIONAL INSTALLATION

FREE

OXTED ELECTRICAL
6 Station Road West , Oxted. RH8 9EP
Tel:01883 715544
Email:
sales@oxtedelectrical.co.uk

LOCAL DELIVERY*

*T&C’s apply. Sold as an agent for Euronics Limited. All rights reserved. All offers are subject to availability while stocks last. Delivery & Installation charges may apply Exclusions and Radius Apply. Prices correct at time of print but can be
subject to change. See in store for full details. Images for illustration purposes only. Copyright Euronics 2017. E&OE August 2017. Saving compared to a higher price charged for 28 days in the last six months unless otherwise stated.
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WE ARE THE DRAINAGE EXPERTS
Blocked Drains - CCTV Surveys - Drain Repairs
Septic Tanks - Drain Tracing - Excavation

Call Dean on 01883 842 365.
www.draindetectives.co.uk
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Christmas Wines
It was 5 November, lockdown day, when I started to write this piece about
wines for Christmas. We hoped that the government would eventually
allow us some enjoyment with family and friends, maybe in smaller groups
than usual, but two weeks later we’re none the wiser. Let’s assume that we
will be allowed some joy over Christmas and if we usually buy
supermarket specials, and most of us do, I think that we will give ourselves
a bit of a treat for Christmas because we will need one by then.
Living here on the Chart we have a good choice. Just 2 ½ miles away in
Westerham we have Quercus Wines, and just 2 ½ miles the other way we
have The Secret Cellar in Oxted, both good specialist wine merchants. I
asked them what they would recommend for your Christmas lunch but
before we get there, let’s look for a bit of a bargain.
Right now, you can buy Lidl’s Comte de Senneval Champagne for £12.99,
the same as Aldi’s Veuve Monsigny. Sainsbury’s have the significantly
better Taste the Difference Blancs de Noirs Champagne for £19.00
(Editor’s recommendation). These could be just the job for celebrating the
end of lockdown and could well be cheaper by the time you read this. Into
December, the newspaper wine writers will be making their
recommendations based on private tastings. The Chart News isn’t invited
yet, but who knows, so let’s get back to those special Christmas lunch
wines and see what the specialists recommended.
Matthew Iles set up Quercus after several years in wine:
www.quercuswines.co.uk/pages/about-us . He knows his wines well, is
happy to offer a 10% discount on six bottles too if you take your Chart
News in, and to share his knowledge: “Here is a trio of what I’d consider to
be festive wines, special and unusual, and all three are personal favourites,”
he says. (I’ve added a few comments about each as well.)
Bourgogne Blanc 'Terroir Noble', Vincent Girardin 2017 - £21 - superb
value, vibrant unoaked white Burgundy from this respected 'micronégociant', essentially a declassified blend of fruit from the Côte d'Or
villages of Puligny, Chassagne and Meursault. (I bought 100s of Vincent
Girardin’s Burgundies for my Club – all from blind tastings, so they must
be good.)
Pinot Noir 'Reserve', Oliver Zeter 2017 - £24.50 - soft, supple, gently
oaked Pinot Noir full of cherry/berry fruit with an earthy/savoury edge
from the warmer Pfalz region in Germany, could easily be mistaken for a
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Côte Chalonnaise red Burgundy. (As the Pfalz gets warmer, its Pinots have
been winning Decanter Awards. This beats any Bourgogne Villages wine.)
Rutherglen Muscat, Stanton & Killeen NV (37.5cl) - £15.00 - fortified
Muscat, an Australian speciality: deeply coloured, rich and sweet with raisin,
baked fruit, caramel and coffee notes, like drinking Christmas pudding!
(Tasted on my WSET Diploma course, my notes say, ‘Dried fig, baked banana,
orange peel, apricot jam, caramel, coffee, raisin, ginger, molasses, nutty.’ No
kidding!)
Feeling more optimistic about Christmas lunch now? Well, there’s more - the
recommendations from Blair Cowl, The Secret Cellar’s manager in Oxted
(www.thesecretcellar.co.uk ). Blair also chose a French white to start with,
but this time from the Loire:
Menetou-Salon, Domaine Jouan 2019 - £16.00.
Located directly
Southwest of Sancerre, this small appellation produces a similar
range of high quality wines that offer excellent value. This wine has
a pale straw yellow appearance, a vibrant and aromatic nose, with
citrus fruit, cut grass and mineral notes. Medium bodied and round
palate, with menthol accents coupled with an elegant acidity.
(Menetou-Salon quality is often on a par with Sancerre but at three
quarters of the price.)
Sablet, Côtes du Rhône Villages, Domaine des Pasquiers 2018 - £15. A
blend of Grenache, Carignan and Syrah. Spicy, black pepper and
blackcurrant on the nose with liquorice on the finish. Full-bodied,
full of black fruit, violets, spice, Mediterranean herbs and creamy
oak. (Sablet is one of the Rhone Villages tipped to win its own
Appellation soon. Organic, great value and very moreish, this wea rs
its 14.5% ABV very well.)
Monbazillac , Domaine l'Ancienne Jour de Fruit 2015 - £ 9.00. "The
wines from this part of Bergerac in the Dordogne are similar to Sauternes. A
blend of Sémillon and Muscadelle, the nose has ripe fruit, the palate honeyed
with yellow peaches, candied peel and apricots. The mid richness is
underpinned by the freshness of scraped tangerine skin, an excellent balance
with crystallized orange peel enriching the long finish." Derek Smedley MW.
(Derek’s tasting notes are impeccable. Try it!)
The Secret Cellar in Oxted will also give you a 10% discount on six or more
bottles with your Chart News. Both here and at Quercus, do ask them about
their other wines because they have lots of other Christmas treats.
Colin Hall
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The Chart News is a combined
effort by two editors, an editorial
board of four, proof readers and
numerous helpers who do the
most valuable job of all by
delivering the copies to everyone.
We also have a first rate and very
helpful printer. Many thanks to
all of them.

FREE
THOROUGHBRED
HORSE MANURE
with virtually no straw,
sawdust or shavings etc.
Collect from Limpsfield
Chart, by wheel barrow or
trailer, and take it home. It’s
the best food available for
your garden!

For advertising, please contact
Melanie
Calver:
melaniecalver@ntlworld.com.
Please mention Chart News when
contacting any of the advertisers.

0777178 4322
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Cheers for Ruth
For 56 years Ruth Rainbird has lived
on or around Limpsfield Chart, in
five houses all within two or three
miles of each other. Apart from one
year spent in Nigeria in 1958 when
Michael was working there, Ruth has
been an integral part of the
community since the early days of
their marriage. Their first house was
in St Andrew’s Way, ‘bought on an
impulse’, and the family grew with
the arrival of four boys. There are
now also eight grandchildren in the
family between the ages of 5 and 23.
Ruth grew up in Sanderstead and her
school years were spent at a Roman
Catholic convent. She was shy, had
little self-confidence, and remembers
having a terrible fear of public
speaking. Surrounded by nuns, her
teenage years brought thoughts of
b e c o m i n g a m i s s i o n a r y, b u t
eventually Ruth chose to train as a
nurse at King’s College Hospital in
London and then a midwife at
Southlands Hospital, Shoreham.
Being watched by some of the ward sisters was ‘terrifying’ but she was never
going to give up. During this time Ruth met Michael on a blind date arranged
by her brother at an hour’s notice; ‘I knew very quickly’ and the rest is
history!
Being at home as her boys grew was something that Ruth valued greatly.
Later, when they were settled in school, she undertook training in Croydon as
a Relate Counsellor, a commitment which was to continue for the next twenty
years. This was ‘one of the best things I ever did’. As well as helping
numerous couples try to resolve difficulties in their relationship, it was also a
time when Ruth observed at close quarters the richness, diversity and
complexity of the human condition. It was a very fulfilling vocation but
when she reached age 60 Ruth decided to ‘call time’ as she felt that she was
‘too old to be talking to young couples’.
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The interpersonal skills of a counsellor are not dissimilar to some of the
qualities needed to be a good priest and Ruth had thought about taking
this path years before there was any possibility of it becoming a reality.
She was ‘ecstatic’ when the General Synod of the Church of England
approved legislation for women to become priests in November 1992, and
this led to her training a few years later for Local Non-Stipendiary
Ministry (LNSM) in the Southwark Diocese. Being ordained Deacon in
Southwark Cathedral was ‘one of the most awe-inspiring and moving
experiences of my life’. Ruth relished the role and gave her complete
commitment for the next 18 years to St Andrew’s Church, Limpsfield
Chart and its priests and community, with support to St Peter’s Limpsfield,
St Silvan’s Staffhurst Wood, and St Mary’s Tatsfield.
As a priest, Ruth recognises the special privilege of being quietly
alongside people at significant periods of their lives. It’s impossible to put
a value on giving people time when they need it, whether that is listening,
preparing with a couple for their marriage, conducting the marriage
ceremony (as she has for one of her own sons), welcoming a child or adult
for baptism or confirmation, or spending time with a family as they
prepare a funeral for a loved one. Ruth found giving sermons extremely
daunting (still no joy in public speaking) but does not shy away from
facing and talking about the issues around faith and doubt. Celebrating
the Eucharist gives such a strong sense of God’s presence and, when
combined with the beauty of music, there is something undeniably
profound.
The journey from shy schoolgirl to priest is one that Ruth would not have
contemplated all those years ago. Her inner steel has undoubtedly helped
her to keep going and keep focused on her mission. She believes spiritual
growth is important for all of us, “we all fill a void with something” and
that church is for all, everyone is welcome. “It is all about Jesus’ life and
teaching; I passionately believe that if we could all adhere to this, life
would be good.”
So now, aged 80, Ruth is retiring. She is calling time again. No regrets,
no fanfare or fuss. Many people are hugely grateful for Ruth’s time and
care over the years, and she will continue to support those around her of
course; we cannot imagine her doing anything else. Ruth herself says she
owes a huge debt of gratitude to her husband, Michael, for all his patience,
tolerance, help and support!

Melanie Calver
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Priest’s Letter
Dear friends on the Chart, Years ago, before barcodes, an enterprising thief
raided a West End store at Christmas. He didn’t break into the store at night,
nor merely shoplift in the day. Instead he went in one day, and shielding his
operation from the cameras, changed the price tags around on a few items –
and then left. The next day he went back and bought a vintage bottle of whisky
for a pound and a gold watch for a fiver – while other shoppers were
wondering what was so special about a toothpaste tube for twenty and a pair
of socks for fifty!
It prompts us to wonder about other aspects of Christmas: have we put the
wrong price tags on some of the things Christmas stands for us? Have we
exchanged values : so that some things have become greatly over-valued, and
others under-valued?
This Christmas is going to be different, perhaps, from any in our memory –
and it may be a moment for re-evaluating what’s really important to us.
Christmas has had different meanings for different ones among us. For some
it’s been a family reunion, for others the exchange of gifts, carols by candlelight, nostalgia for childhood, workplace parties, Holy Communion at
midnight, a week (or two) off work, a box-set screen bonanza, or maybe all
these and indigestion!
Now this Christmas all these traditions are under review, and perhaps
rationalisation. But one part of the message has endured with a continuing tug
at the heart-strings. For 2,000 years people across the world have gathered (for
us in the Northern hemisphere in the middle of winter!), to hear the message:
‘Good news of great joy, for all the people’. That still attracts, and lights a
flicker of hope for the future.
2020 may have brought us happiness or trouble, causes for thanksgiving or
regret. But we can take every opportunity – on walks, over the phone, at front
doors, and wherever we can meet, to celebrate and encourage one another.
May this Christmas and New Year bring us a renewed sense of local
community and personal faith.
With every good wish, Paul
St Andrew’s House, 01883 412 454
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ST ANDREW’S CHURCH DIAR
Sunday 13 December
10am, Holy Communion
6.30pm, Celebration of Christmas with Music & Readings
Sunday 20 December
10am, Holy Communion
4pm, Christingle Service (option 1)
Christmas Eve
4pm, Christingle Service (option 2)
11.15pm, Midnight Communion
Christmas Day
10am, All-Age Christmas Service
We invite ticket applications for ‘Celebration of Christmas’, and for ‘Christingle’
Send Option 1 and 2 preferences to: christine.perkin2@gmail.com
WHO’S WHO AT ST ANDREW’S
Minister in Charge
Team Rector
Team Vicar
Reader
Church Wardens
Treasurer
PCC Secretary
Captain of Bells
Choir
Church Flowers
Church Garden
Electoral Roll Officer
Good Neighbours
Organisers
Health and Safety
Organists

Sacristan
Safeguarding Officers
St Andrew’s Hall
Team Communications
Administrator

Rev’d Paul Perkin
Revd Helen Cook
Revd Vince Short
Dr Sue Compton
Diana Davy
Gareth Morgan
Melanie Calver
Brenda Pottle

01883 412454

Shanie Kirkwood
Shanie Kirkwood
Bruce Buckingham
Brenda Pottle
Elizabeth Roberts
Ann Fletcher
John Davy
Melanie Calver
Jim Cessford
Mary McGregor
Brenda Pottle
Tony Wiltshire

01883 722107
01883 722107
01732 864276
01883 715980
01883 722369
01883 713888
01883 714282
01883 714196
01883 717100
01883 723257
01883 715980
01959 524887

Clare Carr-Locke
Brenda Pottle
Martin Corrie
Caroline Campbell
comms@lttm.org.uk

01883 723289
01883 715980
01883 714542
01883 712512
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01959 577289
01883 730522
01883 714282
01883 712894
01883 714196
01883 715980

St Andrew’s Bells
For the past century and more the bells
of St Andrew’s have been enjoyed by
the congregation and the residents of
the Chart. I well remember more than
forty years ago, as a nearby resident, I
first heard the bells when I took a walk
around the fields of Guildables and
beyond.
There were presumably
breaks in the Second World War and
perhaps on other occasions as well, but
as I know from friends who have lived
on the Chart the bells have been
appreciated for very many decades.
But now we have no ringing and who knows how long that will last? As if
that was not enough, the Bell Captain for the past 16 years has sadly
concluded that he cannot carry on any longer. Ian Day has decided to call
time on his commitment as Bell Captain at St Andrew’s. Now it is time to
acknowledge Ian’s commitment to St Andrew’s over such a long period.
Not everyone, I suspect, has much idea of just what that commitment
entails. First and foremost, it is the Captain’s responsibility to ensure that
there is a team of ringers (there are six bells at St Andrew’s) and to try and
ensure there are a sufficient number of ringers available (the minimum is
three or four). In an ideal world one could hope for more than the
maximum of six to give some cover for holidays and so on, but for many
years now it has been extraordinarily difficult to attract would-be ringers
and for almost all of my time as a ringer we have been short. It is a fulltime job for the Bell Captain to try and find new ringers with the time to
commit to the task.
For some months before bell ringing became
impossible because of the pandemic we were down to a mere three or four
ringers, with the possibility quite often of being able to borrow a ringer
from another tower. Keeping a team together is probably the most
significant job of the Captain, but there are plenty of other distractions. In
our case the clock has to be wound twice a week, a stiff climb up the
ladder on the outside of the tower to get to the bell-chamber, which also
houses the clock mechanism. Then there are always special occasions
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H20 PLUMBING
General Plumbing Services
Alterations
Bathroom Installations
No Job too small
Free Quotes
City & Guild Trained
Call Richard
Tel: 01883 712523
Mobile 07876 450420
Richard Bowers, 46 Pollard Oaks Road,
Hurst Green, RH8 0JL
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Under new management and now linked with the
Wheatsheaf at Bough Beech, the staff at the Carpenters
Arms offer you a warm welcome to our newly redecorated
pub and restaurant. We have a new menu too and as
always walkers (with or without dogs) are very welcome
as well as our loyal locals and lovely passers by
During lockdown, try our takeaway service at the
weekends - please see our website for more info:
www.carpenterslimps eld.co.uk
We look forward to welcoming you
Nick, Jo and the lovely team

01883 722209
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when ringing is expected, such as weddings which are often at inconvenient
times like Saturday afternoon when it can be hard to field the regular Band,
never mind finding additional ringers from other nearby churches so that we
can have a team of six and all the bells can be rung. Ringing on only some
of the bells is hardly what the wedding couple (or indeed the St Andrew’s
Band) would wish.
On top of that, if the Captain is successful enough to recruit a new ringer,
the would-be trainee needs training! That is no mean task. Many people, if
asked, assume it is just a case of pulling the rope up and down. Of course,
at its most basic, that is indeed the case, but the bells are all of different
weights – our lightest is 3 cwt. the heaviest half a ton and you have to learn
how to keep them under control. It is remarkably easy at first to let even the
lightest bell get out of hand with the bell at the other end swinging wildly.
But the Bell Captain is there at hand to rescue both you and the bell.
English ringing is not called ‘change ringing’ for nothing, so you also have
to be able to alter the order of ringing each bell as you go along and that is
an art in itself requiring yet more of the Bell Captain’s time and skill in
training new ringers.
Being Bell Captain is no light responsibility but Ian, our leader for the last
16 years, has not just been more than capable of meeting those demands, he
has never failed to impart his enthusiasm and cheerfulness to the trainees
and has devoted many hours over the years to running a very happy ship
indeed.
So what happens now? Obviously not a lot until conditions allow ringing to
commence. (Ringing continues in some churches, but St Andrew’s ringing
chamber in the tower is too small to permit social distance). The clock still
has to be wound, the bells maintained and any prospective ringers taught to
ring (the tower is large enough for that). If the idea of ringing appeals to
you, contact Ian and have a chat with him. You never know, but like me,
you might find it one of the best things you have done.
Ian, we owe you an enormous debt and we wish you a much more relaxing
time, perhaps punctuated now and again, when new ringers have been
found, helping them master the rewarding art of ringing church bells.
A St Andrew’s Bell Ringer
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Limpsfield Memorial Stores & Post Office
Run by the Community for the Community since 1999
What a year 2020 has been for us all! When I sat down to write this article
I read over last year’s version and can hardly believe the difference in all
our lives.
At Limpsfield Memorial Stores we have adapted to the strange new world
we now inhabit, in order to keep the shop, Post Office, and our staff,
volunteers and customers safe. As a number of our volunteers took the
decision to isolate when lockdown hit in March we reduced our shop and
Post Office opening times, and are currently open until 1pm Monday,
Tuesday, Thursday and Friday, and until 4pm on Wednesday when the fish
van is in the village. In addition we increased our cleaning regime, limited
the number of customers in the shop at any one time, and have supplies of
face coverings, gloves and hand sanitiser. During the early months of
lockdown we ran a local delivery service, with our volunteer Kieron
nipping around in his mini with bags of supplies.

Country Hire and Go
PRIVATE HIRE | ELECTRIC BIKE HIRE & SALES
NO JOURNEY TOO SHORT OR RURAL FOR OUR LOCAL CARS
Airports | Events | School | Appointments | Shopping | Nights Out | All Day Excursions
Female Drivers Available
● Personalised Travel, pet friendly
● Luxury 4 Passenger Vehicles
● Friendly & Professional
● Great rates, cash/card payments, 24 hour, 7 days a week one rate (*subject to availability)
●

WE DELIVER & COLLECT OUR UNIQUE E-BIKE TO YOUR LOCATION
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

UK designed and built
Fat Tyres, Retro and super comfort for touring
Pedal Assist System for motorised speeds up to 15.5 mph
Up to 40 miles on one charge
Half | full day |2 or 3 day hire
Safety and security equipment, maps and route planning, charger upon request
Gift Vouchers for Experience Days
E-Bike sales

Call: 07723 054863

|

1
Email: countryhireandgo@outlook.com
www.countryhireandgo.com
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One key consequence for the shop has been the huge increase in sales of
fruit and vegetables, with almost daily deliveries. Pre Covid we sold a few
items but you will have seen a well-stocked table and barrow outside the
shop since March. Sales via the card machine – which also used to be very
limited – have increased substantially this year as people have increasingly
turned to contactless payments.
We have been very grateful for the ongoing support of our staff, volunteers
and the community in the shop and Post Office this year, and it has been
lovely to see new volunteers coming forward. We are very grateful to
everyone for their patience as many days saw long queues of socially
distanced customers outside the shop.
We are now preparing for Christmas and, by the time the newsletter hits
your doormat the shop will be well stocked with cakes, biscuits, tinned
goods, chocolates, jams and chutneys, Christmas cards and gift wrap, and
lots of treats, much of which is sourced from local suppliers. As usual, we
are selling locally reared turkeys from Stockenden Farm in Limpsfield.
Tony and his family have been farming here since 1954 and produce slow
maturing turkeys kept in large open sided barns to maximise daylight and
quality of life and provide them with protection and plenty of space to roam,
lots of straw and fresh air. Limpsfield Memorial Stores has sold Tony’s
turkeys for many years now and our customers have said they are the best
turkeys they have ever tasted. Pop into the shop and place your order from
early November. You can specify the size of your turkey, either a whole
bird, a crown or a boneless rolled turkey joint. The turkeys arrive fully
prepared and are available for collection from the shop on 23rd and 24th
December.
If you are interested in volunteering in the shop or Post Office please come
and talk to us. It is a wonderful way to support a much loved and valued
local community asset.
Alternatively, if you are looking for a part-time job you might be interested
in our early morning assistant role starting in the New Year. This is a paid
role, working 7 – 9.30am Monday to Saturday, setting up the shop ready for
trade each day. If you would like more information please e-mail me on
gareth.hughe@ntlworld.com and include your contact details.
In the meantime, we hope you and your friends and families stay safe and
have a very happy Christmas.
Kerry Hughes - Chair
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Climbing Snowdon on Christmas Day
I have always wanted to be on a mountain on Christmas Day. Last
Christmas I nally achieved it and not just any mountain but Yr Wyddfa,
the great mound or tomb, where the legendary giant Rhita Fawr is reputed
to be buried on Snowdon, having been slain by King Arthur. The English
name is derived from Saxon “Snow Dun”, meaning 'Snow Hill'. Don't
get me wrong, I have climbed Snowdon many times and on different
routes, just not on Christmas Day. It is one of my favourite mountains.
We had booked a cottage very close to Snowdon, at Capel Curig. It was
the perfect spot with lovely views toward the mountains. Arriving on
Christmas Eve, there wasn't much time to plan the next day. I had no
vision of us being the only people intending to summit on this day, so it
was a question of getting a parking spot as early as we could. We got up
at 6am and were at Pen Y Pass carpark at 8.30. Unsurprisingly, the
carpark was full. (Should have got here at 6am, we thought). We parked
at the bottom of the hill and walked up to the carpark to join the
numerous eager summit hunters, in our various attire. Yes, there were ice
axes and crampons. There were also trainers, plimsolls, and fashion
boots. And many nationalities, Jewish, Chinese, Japanese, European.
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People carrying music and not much else. And some attired entirely from
a Cotswold/mountain warehouse store – that'd be us then!
Our chosen route was via the Pyg track to the summit and down via the
Miners Track. We had just passed the route for Crib Goch, the Ridge
route, when a woman passed us at a brisk pace. We remarked on her
haste to each other. Most of us were ambling along, taking our time.
The mountain was clagged in. Views were good lower down, but the
weather felt like it would improve. You never can tell. Conditions can
change faster than you can get your waterproofs out of the rucksack.
The atmosphere was one of quiet enjoyment (us). We usually walk in
silence and only chat when we pause to take pictures or notice
something. The presence of other nationalities and people clearly new to
walking led to more banter along the way. A group of Asian lads asked
us about the route, checking they were going the right way on their rst
go at Snowdon. Equally, several people passed us heading down. No
view at the summit, but time to get the Christmas lunch organised! That's
why we didn't get here for 6am – Christmas lunch wasn't high on the
agenda.
Brisk Lady reappeared heading even more briskly back along the route.
Turns out her turkey is already in the oven and she has realised it'll be
burnt before she gets home if she does do the summit
The Pyg track is enjoyably varied, with good views in all directions, and
not especially steep. You know you are nearly at the col when you pass a
cairn just prior to the zigzags which lead to the col, which is marked by a
much bigger cairn. Here there is usually a sudden increase in people,
who have arrived from different directions. The Llanberis path is off
right. The route from Crib Goch is also off right. Turn left, and it is
roughly 10-15 mins to the summit via man made steps that traverse
above the railway. I always think this part of the route is particularly
enjoyable in winter when covered in snow or ice
We were on our way up this nal stretch when the cloud suddenly lifted,
and views appeared in all directions. People were frantically reaching for
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the cameras to capture the moment, because the scene was changing
second by second. As we looked back the way we had come, we saw a
Brocken Spectre – a halo of light in the sunshine - and then it was gone
and the scene had changed. We got our view at the summit, which was
crowded. Some folk had decided to celebrate it in style and were
having a glass of sparkling wine. Our route back was leisurely. Once at
lake level, it is easy walking, smooth and not rutted

Back at the cottage, our Christmas meal was enjoyable, chicken
instead of turkey and the usual sort of veg but nothing elaborate.
It wasn't memorable.
Satisfying, to have a good feed after a
grand day out, but not the highlight.
Next time perhaps we'll do a moonlit mountain summit returning
to a big breakfast? Now that sounds very good indeed
Emily Jarvi
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alex jones

funeral directors & monumental masons
Renowned Caring Service
Offering Day & Night Attention
Home Visits Available
Pre-paid Funeral Plans

Beautiful Private Chapels of Rest
Monumental Masonry

OXTED 01883 730383
92 Station Road East | Oxted
Surrey | RH8 0QA

LINGFIELD 01342 832534
1 East Grinstead Road | Lingfield
Surrey | RH7 6EP

EDENBRIDGE 01732 860047

FOREST ROW 01342 822399
1 Ashdown Court | Lewes Road | Forest Row
East Sussex | RH18 5EZ

29-31 High Street | Edenbridge
Kent | TN8 5AD

A TOTALLY INDEPENDENT FAMILY CONCERN
www.alexjonesfuneraldirectors.co.uk

Knowles Stained Glassworks Ltd
(formerly Godstone Glass)

Studio 20 Kelsey Close, Horley, Surrey. RH6 8RF
01293 278326
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An easy Christmas walk
Here is a relatively easy 2.5 mile walk that you can enjoy over the
Christmas break, starting on the Common in front of the Carpenters Arms.
Cross the B269 carefully near St Andrews Church into Trevereux Hill and
walk along for about 150 metres, taking the public footpath on the left.
This path was cleared back by the National Trust Task Force two years
ago, and the work has opened up the area to show some of the magnificent
old oak trees better, as the photo shows. Continue along the path for about
800 metres as it becomes a paved track to The Cearne down on your right.
Just after this the footpath goes up a steep bank on the left, taking you
through another woodland and past a reservoir on your right before
reaching Kent Hatch Road. Be careful crossing as the sight lines are not
great.
Now the path is a bridleway on Titsey Foundation land and the track
straight ahead is known as the Long Walk. Continue for 600 metres to
reach a junction of five tracks by the large stone marking the half way
point of the Greensand Way. Take the second path on the left which goes
downhill, go past two tracks on your left and continue to reach a T
junction where you turn left. Continue to a pond on the right (Yalden
Spring) where there are signs indicating the boundary between Titsey
Foundation and National Trust land. Turn right to go up the path with the
pond on your left. Can you find the natural spring that feeds the pond?
Continue up the hill, crossing one path and eventually another path comes
in from the left and keep going to reach the High Chart car park. Cross
Moorhouse Road and veer round to the left at the cricket pitch on to
Stoneleigh Road. Take second right into Tally Road and walk along to the
Carpenters Arms for some well earned Christmas cheer!
Tony Pearson
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Swimming Pool Care Service.

Swimming pool problems?
Call Phil: 0794 731 3355

hillssparklingpools@gmail.com
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PROPERTY MAINTENANCE SERVICES
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HEATING

CARPENTRY & JOINERY
Tel 01732 863155
Mobs 077 742 186 84
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Slaves and the National Trust
Whatever the National Trust (NT) has done in recent times that has caused
the ire of many residents of Limpsfield Chart, they have recently published a
very comprehensive and informative report about slavery, particularly how
the owners of many of the properties they now own have benefited from, or
been connected to, slavery over the years. They list 29 such properties in
England and Wales connected to slavery, and one third of their properties are
directly linked to the sometimes brutal policies of Britain’s colonial past.
Francis Drake was an early well known slave trader in the 16th century and
he, and his descendants, owned Buckland Abbey in Devon until 1946.
Robert Clive (Clive of India) used the vast wealth from the East India
Company (hugely influential in the slave trade in East and West Africa) to
buy the Claremont Estate in Surrey, which is now run by the NT. A smaller
number of NT properties are also remembered for their owners’ support for
the abolition of slavery.

The Slavery Abolition Act of 1833 allowed £20 million (about £100 billion
in today’s money), and equal to about 40% of the government’s total annual
budget, to be paid in compensation to those who owned ‘slave property’.
The need for compensation had been discussed in Parliament for many
years. Plantation owners and many people in Britain, including members of
parliament, were financially dependent on the proceeds of slavery and the
loan for such a huge compensation sum was only finally repaid in 2015.
There were over 45,000 claims referencing 800,000 slaves and the Trust
settled with 80. Those 80 claims came from the database created by the
University of London’s Legacies of Slave-ownership. None of the enslaved
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received anything at all. The NT also highlight the presence of African,
Asian and Chinese people working their estates in the past.
The National Trust says it is not surprising that those associated with their
properties were involved with slavery, because enslaving African people
was a fundamental part of the British economy in the late seventeenth,
eighteenth and early nineteenth centuries. Large numbers of landowners
and members of the wealthy middle classes invested in the growing
popularity of sugar in the Caribbean and other enterprises which relied on
slave labour. Slavery was accepted as the mechanism by the which the
wheels of Britain’s economy were oiled, as well as being the provider of
great individual wealth and prosperity. As slavery died out, those people
who had benefitted from it were elected to parliament or held other
positions of power and influence in Britain and helped make the laws
which govern us all. In the 18th century there were about 50 MPS who
represented slave owners in the Caribbean. Their anti-abolition policies
undoubtedly delayed the abolition of both the slave trade and of slavery in
the British Empire, ensuring that a movement that began in the 1780s did
not achieve its aims of freeing enslaved people across the empire for
around 50 years. The NT says that the influence of the inhabitants of
country houses, their power to affect world history, and the ways that
owning country houses helped to consolidate that power, should not be
underestimated. The report highlights the work of black historians,
including Eric Williams, who because Prime Minister of Trinidad and
Tobago and whose work is one off the main tenets for all subsequent
studies of slavery. Williams argues that the abolition of slavery in Britain
came about not because of humanitarian concerns but because it became
less economic as more and more money could buy more and more land to
finance new ventures.
Over time, abolition of the slave trade gained popularity, but that did not
represent a widespread acceptance that slavery should be eradicated in the
colonies, nor a pervasive belief that the enslaved people under
consideration were ready for immediate freedom. While some Britons
were directly involved in the physical realities of the slave trade on ships
or as planters in the colonies, many others worked in Britain as merchants,
traders, insurance underwriters or investors in overseas plantations. The
physical distance of Britons from enslaved people oppressed in the
colonies meant that changing public opinions on slavery required a process
of familiarisation with its horrors through the presentation of ‘evidence’.
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This occurred through lectures, first-hand testimonials, literature and
displays of the material evidence - the manacles, whips, slave ship models
and so on. Slavery was an entrenched economic institution, and the limited
reach of campaign efforts alongside competing foreign concerns of empire
meant that the fight for abolition took many years.
The systemic racism which undoubtedly pervades parts of our society and
the world is one of the legacies of colonialism. We are now uncovering
history, and attempting to decolonise museums, curriculums, science itself,
and tipping statues into the sea! The NT is helping by providing clarity
about the history of their properties.
David Wickham
A fierce debate has arisen from the NT report. Some NT members have formally
complained that the NT is using its resources to fund research into its properties'
colonial connections while simultaneously making many of its core staff redundant.
The Charities Commission has spoken of a possible inquiry in case the NT is
operating beyond its charitable status. - Eds
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LANGDALE
LANDSCAPES
Ltd
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Professional Garden Design & Construction
www.langdalelandscapes.co.uk
01732 700199
Company Reg No. 4151818
V.A.T Reg. No. 724747126

PLATINUM PLUMBING
Your friendly and reliable local plumber
- From dripping taps to complete bathrooms
- Free estimates
- City & Guilds qualified
- Fully insured
- DIY jobs rescued
- No call out charge
- Clean & tidy work

Andrew Barter B.Sc.
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Stockenden Farm Diary

It was just over a year
ago when the rain began
and did not let up until
March. This meant that
for the first time I can
remember we did not
sow a single seed in the
autumn, which on this
soil is almost essential.
So the seed and sprays
that had been delivered
could not be used until
the following autumn.
This resulted in having to
purchase spring seed,
apart from the Winter
Beans (which can be
sown in spring as well).
After a far from ideal
growing season the
Spring Barley was very disappointing. The Spring Wheat faired a little
better but both crops yielded half the straw they usually do. The Winter
Beans and Millet were better than expected, but certainly no record
breakers.
Lockdown coincided with lambing, so self-isolating was not a problem.
One ewe had ringworm which means that her cervix does not fully open.
Sometimes a calcium injection does the trick but no luck this time, so the
Vet had to be called. She arrived promptly and was not very hopeful.
She gave the ewe an epidural in readiness for a caesarean, but while
waiting for it to work the cervix opened fully enabling the Vet to pull out
the lambs. They were thankfully alive.
The turkey chicks arrived in early July as usual and have grown well,
probably too well for this Christmas if families are limited to just six.
However, I am hopeful the resourceful residents of Limpsfield Chart will
be able to call on an array of delicious turkey recipes so that they can
enjoy their usual turkey order! As an alternative, I have an ex butcher on
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the turkey team who can help me to offer rolled turkey joints from 1.5 to
3 kilos in weight which would be ideal for smaller gatherings. Also
available are half turkeys and turkey crowns.
I recently attended a NFU Webinar with the NFU President Minette
Batters. It was a Q & A session on the NFU’s vision of the future of
British farming, and below are a few of her views:
- Asked about the politicians she has to deal with, she said Michael

Gove is key to the Brexit talks, however you never know what you are
getting with him. She also mentioned that she has a very good working
relationship with Liz Truss
- Demand for British produce is huge at the moment, and some
leading supermarkets are doing all they can to help us promote home
grown meat
- Farmers are facing an extremely different future, with less money

available and a greater challenge to compete with other nations
- With the target of net zero emissions by 2040 at the top of the
agenda, we are faced with an extremely uncertain outlook. Rewilding
large areas of the countryside, producing a range of meat alternative
crops and, most crucially, taking great care of the health of our soil
- At the moment British agriculture generates 60% of all produce
consumed within Britain. The horticulture sector has the potential to
expand most, but one of the largest problems is lack of water in some
areas of the country. Plans are being discussed to alleviate this problem
by improving the movement of water from areas with heavy rainfall to
more arid parts.

Keir Starmer visited Minette Batters’ farm the day after the Webinar and
apparently showed great interest and knowledge on the current issues
concerning British agriculture. This is hardly surprising as his parents
raised him on a Stockenden Farm turkey which they regularly bought
every Christmas! Happy Christmas to you all,
Tony Wilkins - 07785 523921
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Book Review: “Public Schools
and the Second World War” by
David Walsh and Anthony Seldo
David Walsh is an outstanding
modern historian who has already
published several books on the First
and Second World Wars. He was
Head of the History Department
and then Deputy Headmaster at
Tonbridge School. He now lives on
the Chart, is chairman of Limps eld
C. of E. Infants School, and is well
known to readers of the Chart News
with his regular Interview features.
You might think that Public Schools and the Second World War was a
specialist book with limited appeal. You would be quite wrong. David
Walsh and Anthony Seldon have written a brilliant history of Britain in
the Second World War with bookend chapters on the state of public
schools before the war and then what happened to them in its aftermath
Following the stories of Winston Churchill (Harrow) to Douglas Bader (St
Edward’s, Oxford), or Montgomery (St Paul’s) to Alan Turing
(Sherborne), allows the authors to paint the huge landscape of a country at
war. Walsh has three arguments which drive this book. Firstly it was the
brilliance of Britain’s scientists and engineers which allowed the country
to ght a weaponised war when it was desperately short of manpower, and
a surprising number of those scientists and engineers had been educated at
public schools, Tizzard (Westminster), Barnes Wallis (Christ’s Hospital)
The book’s second thesis is that the necessity of Churchill forming a
national government, with the support of the Labour Party, meant that
even in the cauldron of ‘The People’s War’ the planning for the ‘People’s
Peace’ was underway. Beveridge’s (Charterhouse) Report established the
basis of the welfare state; Butler’s (Marlborough) 1944 Education Act
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recast the system for the next generation. Keynes (Eton) laid down the
basis for running the nances of a bankrupt country
The second volume of Churchill’s History of the Second World War is
entitled Their Finest Hour. The time when Britain stood alone: Dunkirk,
the Battle of Britain, the Blitz have been enshrined in legend. As David
Walsh recounts, Britain had a ‘good war’ in 1939-45 as opposed to the
horrors and futility of World War I. Instead of searing anti-war poets there
was lm after lm, Battle of the River Plate, Guns of Navarone, The Cruel
Sea, even Olivier’s Henry V, telling us how British grit and ingenuity, with
a little help from the Americans and Russians, won the war. Captain
Mainwaring and Sergeant Wilson in Dad’s Army may have con rmed the
country’s feeling in the Referendum that Britain can win on its own
Walsh’s regret is that the public schools were not part of the new Britain.
The Fleming Committee 1944 recommended that 25% of all school entrants
should be state funded. The report was backed by Churchill and most of the
schools, but was shunted into a siding by Butler. It was not taken up by the
new Labour Government in 1945. 70 years on we can only guess what a
difference it might have made
Public Schools and the Second World War is published by pen-andsword.co.uk ISBN1526750392 and is available on Amazon
Neil Macka

Jewish Refugee
In November 1945, aged seven, I arrived in England as a Jewish refugee.
The Chart News carried an article written by me at Easter this year. So
when the editors invited me to read David Walsh’s history of the war, and
the Public Schools, with particular reference to his chapter on Jewish
refugees, I of course accepted. I thought it was remarkable that David
Walsh should devote a whole chapter to the ‘Jewish Problem’. Before the
war most public schools, like the Civil Service and the Services, were
casually anti-Semitic, with an unwritten Jewish quota. Hitler’s invasion of

.
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Czechoslovakia in 1938 changed everything – the illusion of the Munich
Agreement and a host of prejudices. Thousands of Jewish children would
be trapped in the new Nazi Europe unless action was taken. A small
group of friends went to Prague to help organise the evacuation of Jewish
children from Austria and Czechoslovakia.
Trevor Chadwick from
Sedbergh, Martin Blake from Westminster, his friend Nicholas Winton
from Stowe, and a remarkable woman, Doreen Warner from Malvern
Girls School, who gave up a Rockefeller scholarship to help. This band,
with the help of the British Embassy, organised visas, cash and the
remarkable Kinder transport. Before the curtain came down they helped
more than 2,000 children to get to England. More than 100 boys and girls
schools found places for the evacuees, and Baldwin’s Appeal raised over
£½ million to pay for their fees
My history was very different. My father, a Jewish cancer consultant (Dr
Englander!), married my mother, the German daughter of the
Burgermeister in the small town of Most in Czechoslovakia. Hitler’s
invasion in 1938 shattered my family’s happiness. My father escaped to
Poland and then to England whilst my sisters were taken out of school to
work in a factory. I, with my dark ‘Jewish’ hair, was hidden for the whole
war in our attic. I could not read, write, tell the time, and I had no idea
how to mix with people. In 1945 my father managed to rescue the whole
family and we moved to Leicester. It was all too much for my mother
who had a complete breakdown. I was sent to a Girls Public School but I
was too mixed up and troubled and had to leave
But never mind the past: today, two very happy marriages later, here I am
living on the Chart with my partner Tony, my dog, my garden, and all my
wild friends. The Chart is a welcoming place and through singing in the
choir at St Andrew’s I now have a network of friends. David Walsh has
written a very good and a very human history of the war. Beg, borrow, or
just buy it
Odile Stamberge

.
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The Chart Interview

Roger Sparkes

Champions Place on the Chart was bought by Roger Sparkes in 1978. It is
one of three imposing buildings in a row along the south-facing escarpment,
flanked by Caxton House and the Marie Curie buildings, but hidden from
view to walkers in the fields below. Roger runs it as a care home for twelve
adults with learning difficulties who live in a splendid house set in idyllic
grounds of about seven acres.
Roger’s roots are in South London, his education at John Fisher School in
Purley. After school he worked for a time in a camera shop and then for his
father’s insurance brokerage. In 1964 he and his wife bought a care home
for the elderly in Cheam which he later sold for re-development. This
encompasses what have been the two driving strands of his working life –
property development and looking after the vulnerable, earning money with
the one hand and using it to help the less fortunate with the other.
Roger’s career in property development is still very much ongoing across
England and he has also previously developed property in France. He spots
an opportunity with a big house or estate, farm or commercial premises, and
then uses his own architect and teams of builders to develop it. His most
significant local development is St. Michael’s in Wolf’s Row, the former
school for children of missionaries. The property went into liquidation in the
late 1990s and Roger bought it from the liquidators. It was developed into
twenty highly prized apartments, with underground parking spaces and
extensive grounds. The first residents came in 2000, each of them becoming
a shareholder in the freehold of the building and managing it through a
residents’ association. Next to St. Michael’s Roger re-developed the junior
school, which is now three houses known as Thornhill, as well as redeveloping the school’s gym and theatre to build a house where he now
lives with his partner Anita.
His first foray into care homes in Cheam in 1964 was followed by another in
1975 when he bought a home in Streatham for adults with learning
difficulties. Three years later came his purchase of Champions Place, which
has become a significant community on the Chart. The house is Grade Two
listed and was designed in 1893 by the architect Mervyn Macartney, later
knighted. In 1914 it was enlarged for a new owner, the barrister Sir
Benjamin Cohen, who lived here with his family until the 1940s. On a tour
of the house and grounds with Roger, I was struck by how delightful a house
it must have been to live in. Virtually every room has its own fireplace, the
wooden panelling and wide sweeping staircase create an air of distinction,
and the grounds are beautifully landscaped with amazing wide views to the
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south across to Ashdown Forest. One quirk of the building is that all the
bedrooms have connecting internal doors, now sealed up, with the next
room, which perhaps says something about the nocturnal adventures of
weekend guests in the era of family ownership. During the war
Haberdasher’s Aske’s School in Hatcham was evacuated here and one
former evacuee, Reginald Pope, recently asked for his ashes to be scattered
in the grounds, his time here commemorated by a bench inscribed with his
name. In 1951 the house was bought by the Ministry of Health to be used
as an annexe of Warlingham Psychiatric Hospital, and then passed into the
hands of the South West Thames Regional Health Authority who used it as
a home.
It was from this body that Roger purchased the house in 1978. He is very
much hands-on with the house, although Sandra Hayworth came here as
the manager in 2009 and runs it with other day and night staff. Roger is
intent on making it as homely and comfortable an environment as possible
and every resident is looked after until the end of life. The inspection
regime by the Care Quality Commission ensures that safeguarding is
maintained and enhanced, a much tougher monitoring regime than when
Roger started out in the 1960s. When he bought the house, there were
forty-four residents and now there are twelve, ranging in age from 39 to 73,
their places funded by Kent County Council. This much reduced number
creates significant individual and communal space. All the bedrooms I saw
were large, tastefully decorated and very individualised with family photos
and personal possessions. In the communal spaces various activities were
taking place, including a large gathering making Christmas decorations.
The grounds are used for relaxation and games in the summer, while
residents are also taken out to ride horses, go shopping or take up craft
work in the Woodhouse Centre in Oxted. Covid has brought its own
challenges but protocols and vigilance have paid off and families continue
to visit their loved ones.
My visit was an inspiriting one. The whole atmosphere was positive and
caring, like the one big family Roger wanted it to be when he started here.
He is still a very driven person, driven by the excitement of big and
lucrative development of properties like St. Michael’s, but also driven by
the wish to give something back to those less fortunate. Champions Place,
hidden from view as it is from the cars whizzing down Kent Hatch Road,
has an interesting history but also a fulfilling present and exciting future.
David Walsh
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Fresh local produce, groceries,
newspapers and a warm
welcome!
Monday, Tuesday, Thursday, Friday 8.00 am to 1 pm
Wednesday 8.00 am – 4pm (Post Of ce is shut 1-2pm
Saturday – 8 am to 12.30 p
Sunday – 8 am – 12.00 pm (Post Of ce is closed

Run by the community for the community since 199
Tel: 01883 713306 www.limps eldstores.co.u

Chart News
Chart News is published four times a year, in March, June, September and
December. 600 copies are distributed free of charge to every household on the
Chart, and copies are also available in the Carpenters Arms, the Church and
elsewhere. We are always on the look out for news and articles. Please email
them to mackay717@btinternet.com and dwickham@indimage.com or ring
01883 723231 or 01883 652113.
Publishing Dates 2020/21
Copy Date
Spring
16th March 2021
Summer
28th May
Autumn
4th September
Winter
30th November

Publishing Date
23rd March 2021
4th June
19th September
5th December

Advertising costs for 4 issues:
Page £110, colour £125; Inside cover £125; Back cover £140; ½ page £60,
colour £70; ¼ page £35. Enquiries to Melanie Calver melaniecalver@ntlworld.com 01883 714196
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OXTED, SURREY

HOUSE AND GARDENS OPEN ON SATURDAYS AND
WEDNESDAYS, GARDENS ONLY ON SUNDAYS

Titsey Place, with its stunning garden,
lakes, woodland walks, walled kitchen
garden and park offering panoramic views,
enchants visitors. Enjoy the fine family
portraits, furniture, a beautiful collection
of porcelain and a marvellous set of
four Canaletto pictures of Venice. After
visiting the mansion house and grounds,
why not relax in our tea room where light
refreshments are available.

Open season: 16th May to 23rd Sept 2020.
House and gardens open: 1pm to 5pm every
Wed and Sat. Also end of May and Aug bank
holidays. Guided tours of the house at 1.30,
2.30 and 3.30pm (limited 20 per tour)
Tea rooms open: Wed, Sat, Sun 12.30pm
Gardens only open: Every Sun 1pm to 5pm
NGS open days:
17 May, 14 June, 19 July, 16 Aug

Information Line: 07889 052461 www.titsey.org

